Molecular modeling studies of a parallel stranded quadruplexes containing a 8-bromoadenosine.
Truncated sequences of human telomeric DNA can readily assemble to form parallel stranded quadruplexes containing A- and G-tetrads. The formation of an A-tetrad is highly context-dependent and the relationship between the formation of an A-tetrad and the glycosidic torsion angle of the adenosine residues implicated has not been completely clarified so far. In order to give a further insight in this issue we synthesized the modified oligomers d(ABrGGGT) and d(TABrGGGT), two different truncations of the human telomeric sequence containing a 8-bromoadenosine residue, named ABr. NMR data show that both the modified oligomers are able to perfectly fold into highly symmetric quadruplexes with all strands parallel to each other. Molecular modeling studies were performed on both [d(ABrGGGT)]4 and [d(TABrGGGT)]4, indicating that a bulky substituent, such as a bromine atom at the C8 position of adenines, can force the glycosidic bond to adopt a syn conformation, stabilizing the resulting quadruplexes.